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Timing and Checkpoints
in the Regulation of Mitotic Progression

By binding to Cdc20, Emi1 inhibits APC during pro-
phase, after which it is degraded by SCF-mediated pro-
teolysis (Reimann et al., 2001a, 2001b; Guardavaccaro
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et al., 2003; Margottin-Goguet et al., 2003). During the2 Biological Engineering Division
subsequent metaphase, APC is under the control of theMassachusetts Institute of Technology
spindle checkpoint, which monitors kinetochore-micro-Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
tubule attachment and blocks Cdc20 activation (and
thus, the onset of anaphase) until such time as all chro-
matid pairs have achieved bipolar attachment to micro-
tubules (for reviews see Gorbsky, 2001; Hoyt, 2001; Mu-Summary
sacchio and Hardwick, 2002; Cleveland et al., 2003).
When the timing of mitosis is examined in a population ofAccurate chromosome segregation relies on the pre-
animal cells, about 80% of cells are observed to initiatecise regulation of mitotic progression. Regulation in-
anaphase on a fairly rapid and uniform schedule (20–30volves control over the timing of mitosis and a spindle
min after NEBD) but 20% of cells experience a significantassembly checkpoint that links anaphase onset to the
delay (Rieder et al., 1994). Some of the heterogeneity incompletion of chromosome-microtubule attachment.
the duration of mitosis is a consequence of the stochas-In this paper, we combine live-cell imaging of HeLa
tic nature of chromosome-microtubule capture, whichcells and protein depletion by RNA interference to ex-
inevitably takes longer in some cells than in others. How-amine the functions of the Mad, Bub, and kinetochore
ever, prolonged mitotic delay, which may last manyproteins in mitotic timing and checkpoint control. We
hours, is a consequence of chromosome malorientation.show that the depletion of any one of these proteins
The mitotic checkpoint senses these maloriented chro-abolishes the mitotic arrest provoked by depolymeriz-
mosomes and, by prolonging metaphase, increases theing microtubules or blocking chromosome-microtu-
time available for correct microtubule capture. The netbule attachment with RNAi. However, the normal prog-
effect of the successive actions of Emi1 and of check-ress of mitosis is accelerated only when Mad2 or
point proteins is to restrain Cdc20-APC, thereby permit-BubR1, but not other Mad and Bub proteins, are inacti-
ting first Cdc2-Cyclin A and then Cdc2-Cyclin B to accu-vated. Moreover, whereas checkpoint control requires
mulate and maintaining a mitotic state until all pairs ofkinetochores, the regulation of mitotic timing by Mad2
chromatids have achieved the geometry necessary forand BubR1 is kinetochore-independent in fashion. We
successful segregation.propose that cytosolic Mad2-BubR1 is essential to re-

Spindle checkpoint proteins have been highly con-strain anaphase onset early in mitosis when kineto-
served through evolution and include Mad1, Mad2,chores are still assembling.
Mad3/BubR1, Bub1, and Bub3, all of which were origi-
nally identified in S. cerevisiae (Hoyt et al., 1991; Li andIntroduction
Murray, 1991). These five proteins localize to kineto-
chores during normal mitosis and accumulate to highIn a classic study, Murray and Kirschner (1989) proposed
levels on unattached kinetochores (Cleveland et al.,that the cell cycle is regulated by clocks (cell cycle tim-
2003). Laser ablation studies (Rieder et al., 1995) anders) that control the average duration of successive
micromanipulation of chromosomes (Li and Nicklas,steps and dominoes (checkpoints) that make each step
1995) show that a single kinetochore lacking stable links

dependent on the completion of prior steps. In mitosis,
to spindle microtubules can provoke the checkpoint and

cells require sufficient time between the activation of
prevent anaphase onset. The proteins responsible for

Cdc2-cyclin complexes and the onset of anaphase to recruiting Mad and Bub proteins to kinetochores and
condense chromosomes, assemble a spindle, and es- the precise signaling pathways that control mitotic pro-
tablish bipolar links between sister chromatids and mi- gression have not yet been determined. However, it has
crotubules. The irreversible transition from metaphase been established that the NDC80 (HEC1)-hNuf2R kineto-
into anaphase is controlled by the Anaphase Promoting chore complex (Martin-Lluesma et al., 2002; McCleland
Complex (APC), an E3-ubiquitin ligase that targets a et al., 2003) and the centromere-associated protein
variety of proteins including securin, cyclin B, and chro- CENP-I (Liu et al., 2003) are necessary for kinetochore
mokinesins to alter both cell cycle state and spindle binding by Mad1 and Mad2. Mad2 has also been shown,
mechanics (for reviews see Nasmyth, 2002; Peters, in a wide variety of organisms, to bind to and inhibit
2002). APC regulation is complex, involving positive and Cdc20 in vivo (for review see Cleveland et al., 2003).
negative control by phosphorylation and the binding of In vitro studies have also suggested that BubR1 can
the Cdc20 and Cdh1 activators (Peters, 2002). At least inhibit Cdc20-APC directly (Sironi et al., 2001; Tang et
one timer, mediated by Emi1, and one checkpoint, medi- al., 2001; Fang, 2002), and a multiprotein complex con-
ated by the Mad and Bub mitotic spindle checkpoint taining both Mad2 and BubR1 (the mitotic checkpoint
proteins, have been shown to control APC activity. complex [MCC]), has been purified from human cells

(Sudakin et al., 2001). However, the presence of the
MCC throughout much of the cell cycle has led to ques-*Correspondence: psorger@mit.edu

3 These two authors contributed equally to this work. tions about its physiological significance (Hoyt, 2001).
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Figure 1. Analysis of Mitotic-Timing in H2B-
GFP HeLa Cells

(A) Using NEBD as T0, the times of chromo-
some congression, anaphase A onset, and
anaphase B onset were measured from live-
cell movies. Bars denote prometaphase (dark
green), metaphase (light green), anaphase A
(dark blue), and anaphase B (light blue) in two
cells selected at random.
(B) Mitotic progression in 20 cells selected
at random.
(C–F) Cumulative frequency (C and D) and
frequency distribution (E and F) plots of ana-
phase times as indicated. tm denotes the peak
time of the distribution and � the standard
deviation of the primary component of the
skew-normal distribution. Tail denotes the
fraction of cells outside of the primary nor-
mal distribution.
(G and H) 3D rendered images of HeLa cells
with fully congressed (G) or misaligned chro-
mosomes (H). DNA was stained using DAPI
(blue), MTs using anti-� tubulin antibodies
(green), and kinetochores using anti-CENP-E
antibodies (red). Arrow marks misaligned
chromosome. Bars: 10 �m.
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Table 1. Analysis of Mitotic Timing in Cells Depleted of Checkpoint Proteins

Line RNAi nexp ncells peak timea SEMb �c Ranged

min max

Single Depletion of Checkpoint Proteins – Anaphase A Onset Times
1 – 7 378 25.0 min �1.1 min 4.8 min 18 min 69 min
2 Lamin A 5 263 25.5 min �1.1 min 6.5 min 15 min 81 min
3 Mad1 4 138 22.5 min �0.6 min 5.1 min 15 min 45 min
4 Mad2 5 128 12.5 min �1.2 min 3.5 min 6 min 18 min
5 Bub3 4 200 29.5 min �1.6 min 6.2 min 18 min 60 min
6 BubR1 7 412 14.0 min �0.5 min 3.2 min 9 min 33 min
7 Bub1 5 155 25.0 min �2.0 min 8.6 min 12 min 108 min

Double Depletion of Checkpoint Proteins – Anaphase A Onset Times
8 BubR1 � Mad2 3 78 8.5 min �0.4 min 1.8 min 6 min 12 min
9 Bub1 � Bub3 3 104 21.0 min �2.0 min 7.6 min 12 min 39 min

Depletion of Kinetochore Proteins – Anaphase B OnsetTimes
10 – 7 378 28.0 min �1.2 min 4.9 min 21 min 72 min
11 Lamin A 5 263 28.0 min �1.5 min 5.8 min 18 min 84 min
12 hNuf2R 5 119 34.5 min �2.5 min 8.2 min 21 min 48 min
13 hNuf2R � Mad2 3 68 22.1 min 0.2 min 3.6 min 15 min 27 min

a Peak time of the frequency distribution.
b Standard error of the mean of the peak times for 3–7 experiments.
c Standard deviation for a best-fitted normal distribution.
d Range after exclusion of the top and bottom 3% values.

Surprisingly, the microinjection of anti-Mad2 antibod- and Bub proteins are separable. We propose that timing
functions are maintained by a pool of cytosolic Mad2ies into cells not only prevents cells from arresting in

response to the presence of maloriented chromosomes and BubR1, which acts independent of kinetochores to
inhibit APC after Emi1 is degraded and before the spin-but also accelerates mitosis dramatically in cells in

which chromosome segregation is proceeding normally dle checkpoint becomes fully operational.
(Gorbsky et al., 1998). Thus, the loss of Mad2 appears
to affect the timing of mitosis even in cells in which
mitosis is proceeding normally. Similar results have Results
been obtained with anti-BubR1 antibodies, a dominant-
negative fragment of Mad2, and the Mad2 binding do- Different Phenotypes Associated

with the Inactivation of Mad1 and Mad2main of Mad1 (Canman et al., 2002; Shannon et al.,
2002; Taylor and McKeon, 1997). Knockout mutations in Previously published studies on the spindle checkpoint

by time-lapse imaging were performed in PtK1 cellsmurine Mad and Bub proteins cause mitotic catastrophe
and the induction of p53-mediated cell death (Dobles using DIC-video microscopy (Rieder et al., 1994, 1995;

Gorbsky et al., 1998; Howell et al., 2000; Canman et al.,et al., 2000; Kalitsis et al., 2000; Michel et al., 2001; A.
Burds et al., unpublished data). These findings have 2002; Shannon et al., 2002). Because RNAi-based gene

inactivation requires sequence information that is notbeen interpreted to mean that the same kinetochore-
dependent processes control the progression of mitosis available for rat kangaroo cells, we turned to human

HeLa cells in which RNAi is effective. DIC-imaging ofin cells in which chromosome segregation is proceeding
normally (the clock, in the clocks and dominoes model) HeLa cell chromosomes is difficult, however, and we

therefore followed H2B-GFP-labeled chromosomes byand checkpoint functions in cells in which chromosome-
microtubule attachment has gone awry. time-lapse fluorescence microscopy (Kanda et al.,

1998). Following the precedent of Rieder et al. (1994),In this paper, we combine siRNA-based gene silenc-
ing and time-lapse imaging of Histone-2B-GFP (H2B- nuclear envelope breakdown (NEBD) in each mitotic cell

was set as T � 0, and the relative times of three landmarkGFP)-expressing HeLa cells to monitor chromosome dy-
namics, mitotic timing, and checkpoint activation in cells events then determined: the completion of chromosome

alignment on the spindle equator (congression time),depleted of Mad or Bub proteins or HEC1, hNuf2R, and
ch-TOG1 kinetochore proteins. Although the depletion the onset of chromosome-to-pole movement (anaphase

A time), and the start of spindle elongation (anaphaseof Mad1, Mad2, Bub1, BubR1, or Bub3 has the expected
effect of preventing cells from arresting in response to B time; Figures 1A and 1B). Phototoxicity associated

with fluorescence microscopy limited the time intervalmaloriented chromosomes, we observe two distinct
phenotypes with respect to the mitotic timing in cells of these movies to one frame every 3 min. However, by

performing five to seven independent experiments forlacking long-lived unaligned and maloriented chromo-
somes: Mad2 or BubR1 depletion results in significant each RNAi, with 30 or more cells per experiment, the

major events of mitosis could be sampled with sufficientacceleration of mitosis in all cells whereas the depletion
of Mad1, Bub1, or Bub3 leaves timing unaffected. The temporal resolution to obtain a standard error of the

mode (SEM) in anaphase A and B times of 5%–10%same is also true if the recruitment of Mad2 or BubR1
to kinetochores is blocked by RNAi. Our findings sug- (expressed as a coefficient of variation; Table 1).

Anaphase A times of T � 18 to 70 min were obtainedgest that mitotic timing and checkpoint functions of Mad
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Figure 2. Mad2 but Not Mad1 RNAi Accelerates Mitotic Progression

(A) Immunoblots of whole-cell lysates of cells treated with siRNA against Lamin A (ctrl), Mad2, or Mad1. Blots were probed with antibodies
as indicated.
(B) Immunofluorescence images of prometaphase cells treated with siRNA against Lamin A (control; upper panels), Mad1, or Mad2 (lower
panels). Percentage denotes protein levels (see [C]) following siRNA transfection. Bars: 10 �m.
(C) Levels of Mad1 and Mad2 on prometaphase kinetochores were determined from deconvolved 3D reconstructions of individual immuno-
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in a set of 378 unperturbed cells, giving rise to skew- rate of chromosome mis-segregation without altering
the time of anaphase onset in the majority of cells. Thisnormal distribution with a peak value (mode) at T �

25.0 � 1.1 min (Figure 1E, Table 1). Approximately 80% result conforms to classical models postulating a role for
the checkpoint primarily in cells in which chromosome-of cells underwent rapid and uniform chromosome con-

gression and anaphase times lay within the normal com- microtubule attachment has gone awry (Murray and
Kirschner, 1989).ponent of the distribution centered at 25 min (Figures

1C and 1E). The remaining 20% of cells had anaphase When cells were transfected with siRNA directed
against Mad2, a dramatically different phenotype wasA times longer than 36 min. These are cells in which

mono-oriented and misaligned chromosomes (Figures observed. The peak time of anaphase A onset was re-
duced to half that of control cells (12.5 min � 1.2; Figures1G and 1H) maintain an active spindle checkpoint, as

described previously (Rieder et al. 1994; Figures 1A and 2F and 2G). Mad2-depleted cells exited mitosis so rap-
idly that over 95% had gross defects in chromosome1B). In all cells, the interval between anaphase A and

anaphase B was constant at 3.2 � 0.8 min regardless segregation and many cells had initiated chromosome
decondensation in the presence of unseparated chro-of time of anaphase onset, consistent with previous data

showing that variations in mitotic timing arise primarily mosomes (Figure 2H; see also Gorbsky et al., 1998;
Canman et al., 2002; Shannon et al., 2002). These dataearly in mitosis (Figures 1C–1F; Rieder et al., 1994).

To determine the effects of eliminating Mad and Bub suggest that Mad2-depleted cells not only ignore the
presence of mono- and mal-oriented chromosomes,proteins on mitotic progression, H2B-GFP-expressing

HeLa cells were transfected with small interfering RNA they also exit mitosis on a much more rapid schedule
than either control or Mad1-depleted cells.(siRNA; at least two oligos were examined for each pro-

tein). In extracts from cells transfected with siRNA di-
rected against Mad1, Mad1 protein levels were greatly RNAi against Mad1 and Mad2 Overrides

the Checkpoint with Equal Efficiencyreduced (at least 20- to 25-fold relative to control cells)
as judged from calibrated immunoblots (Figure 2A). One explanation for the differences between cells de-

pleted of Mad1 and Mad2 is that the two proteins haveMoreover, the intensity of Mad1 immunostaining on pro-
metaphase kinetochores was 50- to 100-fold lower than distinct loss-of-function phenotypes. An alternative, and

a less interesting explanation, is that siRNA directedin wild-type cells, and �95% of cells were depleted, as
judged from deconvolved 3D reconstructions (Figures against Mad1 causes only a partial loss of function

whereas siRNA against Mad2 causes a complete loss2B and 2C). In general, we have found immunofluores-
cence of kinetochores to be a more sensitive measure of function. To control for this possibility, we asked

whether siRNA directed against Mad1 and Mad2 wasof the efficiency and uniformity of protein depletion than
immunoblotting, presumably because kinetochores are equally effective in overcoming a checkpoint-dependent

mitotic arrest. As a first test, cells depleted of Mad1,high-affinity binding sites for Mad and Bub proteins
(data not shown; Chen, 2002). Mad2, or Lamin A were challenged with nocodazole for

16 hr and the mitotic index determined by cell roundingLive-cell imaging of Mad1-depleted cells revealed a
distribution of anaphase A times whose peak was only and FACS of anti-phospho-H3 stained cells (Figure 3A).

In asynchronous control cultures, 8%–10% of cellsslightly shorter than in control cells (22.5 � 0.6 min for
Mad1-depletions versus 25 � 1.1 min for control cells; scored as mitotic by imaging and FACS (dashed lines

in Figure 3A). Following a nocodazole challenge, 55%–Figure 2E and Table 1). However, 95% of cells had initi-
ated anaphase A by 36 min (Figures 2D and 2E) and 65% of cells transfected with a control Lamin A siRNA,

but only 8%–12% of Mad1 or Mad2-depleted cells, werecells were observed to proceed into anaphase despite
the presence of maloriented and unaligned chromo- mitotic. Thus, the transfection of cells with Mad1- or

Mad2 siRNA abrogates the checkpoint to a similar ex-somes. By anaphase, 40% of all cells contained obvious
errors in DNA segregation (Figure 2H). To show that tent based on standard assays.

As a second test of checkpoint function, we soughtmitosis was not perturbed by the transfection procedure
itself, a previously described negative control Lamin A to provoke a checkpoint response by disrupting kineto-

chore-microtubule attachment, depleting Mad1 orsiRNA was introduced (Elbashir et al., 2001; Martin-
Lluesma et al., 2002). In Lamin A-depleted cells, the Mad2, and then monitoring mitotic progression by live-

cell imaging. This approach is motivated by a large bodydistribution of anaphase A times was indistinguishable
from that of unperturbed cells with a peak at 26 � 1.1 of yeast data showing that lesions in kinetochore pro-

teins cause a specific and highly uniform checkpoint-min and a similar size tail (Table 1). In addition, mitotic
errors were observed in only 5% of mitoses (Figure 2H). dependent arrest of cell division (Gillett et al., 2004;

McCleland et al., 2003) under conditions in which spindleThus, the depletion of Mad1 by siRNA-mediated gene
silencing disrupts checkpoint control and increases the morphology (and mitotic progression) can be scored.

stained cells. Specifically, the intensity of Mad1 or Mad2 staining (green) was determined relative to an Mps1 reference (red) and corrected
for background noise (blue). See Supplemental Data and Experimental Procedures for details. Box: 0.25 � 0.25 �m.
(D and F) Schematic of mitotic progression in 20 randomly chosen cells depleted of Mad1 (D) or Mad2 ([F]; colors as in Figure 1A).
(E and G) Frequency distributions of anaphase times in siRNA-treated cells as indicated. Dashed lines represent best fit curves.
(H) Mitotic phenotype in control, Mad2-, or Mad1-depleted cells. Anaphase cells were scored as normal (green), containing a few lagging
chromosomes (red), having undergone anaphase in the absence of congression (blue), and having failed to undergo any visible anaphase
chromosome separation (white). Error bars represent SEM based on at least four experiments.
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Figure 3. siRNA-Mediated Depletion of Mad1 or Mad2 Cause Spindle Checkpoint Failure

(A) Mitotic index in nocodazole-treated cells transfected with Lamin A (ctrl), Mad2, or Mad1 siRNA as determined by phase contrast microscopy
(green) or FACS of phospho-Histone H3 positive cells (red). Red and green dotted lines show comparable values from unperturbed cycling
cells. Error bars represent SEM.
(B) Percentage of cells with 0, 	4, and �4 unaligned chromosomes in unperturbed and ch-TOG1-depleted cells. (i) and (ii) are 3D immunofluores-
cence images of ch-TOG1-depleted cells, costained with anti-
-tubulin antibodies for MTs (green), anti-hBubR1 antibodies for kinetochores
(red), and H2B-GFP for DNA (blue). Aligned chromosomes predominate in (i) and unaligned chromosomes in (ii).
(C) Reduced inter-kinetochore distances in ch-TOG1 depleted cells as measured from 10 or more kinetochore pairs in each of 20 CENP-
B-GFP expressing HeLa cells.
(D) Immunofluorescence images of cells, arrested in mitosis following ch-TOG1 depletion (upper panel) or nocodazole treatment (lower panel),
stained with anti-cyclin B1 (green) and anti-hBubR1 (red) antibodies. Inset (enlarged panel) corresponds to white boxes in the merged panel
and shows foci of BubR1 staining corresponding to kinetochores. Bar: 5 �m.
(E–G) Cumulative frequency plots for anaphase A times in siRNA-treated cells, as indicated, showing that checkpoint protein depletions
bypass a mitotic arrest induced by ch-TOG1 depletion.
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Chromosome-microtubule attachment was disrupted in to enter anaphase with misaligned chromosomes, but
without accelerating mitosis (like Mad1 siRNA; FiguresHeLa cells by siRNA against ch-TOG1, an evolutionarily

conserved microtubule-associated protein (MAP) whose 4C–4E). The depletion of Bub1 was more complex in
that it altered checkpoint control and caused defects inXenopus homolog, XMAP215, regulates microtubule

polymer dynamics (Tournebize et al., 2000). We ob- chromosome-microtubule attachment (P.M. and P.K.S.,
unpublished data). However, preliminary data suggestserved that siRNA against ch-TOG1 in HeLa cells im-

paired microtubule attachment in 60% of the cells. In the efficient protein depletion, and a phenotype similar to
Bub3 and Mad1 with regard to mitotic timing (Table 1;remaining 40% of the cells, centromere separation, a

measure of tension, was reduced from 1.6 � 0.2 to 1.0 � data not shown).
Once again, we were concerned that phenotypic dif-0.2 �m (SEM of five independent experiments; Figures

3B and 3C; Shelby et al., 1996). Live-cell imaging re- ferences among RNAi-depletions might be a conse-
quence of variability in the extent of protein inactivationvealed that greater than 98% of ch-TOG1-depleted cells

were arrested in metaphase at T � 360 min, the end of rather than differences in function. Cells depleted of
Bub3 and BubR1 were therefore challenged with noco-the observation period (Figures 3D–3E; see also Gergely

et al., 2002). In these cells, cyclin B1 levels were high dazole for 16 hr and the mitotic index determined. In
addition, anaphase A times were measured in cells co-and checkpoint proteins were present on kinetochores.

We conclude that the depletion of ch-TOG1, like the transfected with siRNA against ch-TOG1 and Bub3 or
BubR1. In all cases, we observed efficient bypass of theinactivation of its yeast ortholog STU2, disrupts kineto-

chore-microtubule attachment, abolishes interkineto- mitotic arrest imposed by nocodazole or by the deple-
tion of ch-TOG1 (Figures 4F–4H) showing that siRNAchore tension, and provokes mitotic arrest.

When cells were transfected with two different siRNAs, against Bub3 and BubR1 generates true loss-of-function
phenotypes. We conclude from these data that Mad2one against ch-TOG1 and one against either Mad1 or

Mad2, over 95% exited mitosis by 36 min (Figures 3F and BubR1 play a dual role in the timing of mitosis
and the response of cells to unaligned chromosomes,and 3G). In contrast, over 95% of cells cotransfected

with siRNAs against ch-TOG1 and Lamin A maintained whereas Mad1, Bub3, and Bub1 play a role only in the
checkpoint response.a mitotic arrest (Figure 3E). Thus, the depletion of Mad1

or Mad2 is equally efficient in abrogating the metaphase
arrest provoked by the loss of ch-TOG1. The kinetics of
mitotic progression in doubly depleted cells were similar The Kinetochore Proteins hNuf2R and HEC1 Are

Required for the Spindle Checkpointto kinetics in single depletions: Mad2 and ch-TOG1 dou-
bly depleted cells exited mitosis on an accelerated It has been well established that the spindle checkpoint

originates at kinetochores of unattached chromosomesschedule, indistinguishable from that of cells depleted
of Mad2 alone, whereas Mad1-chTOG1 doubly depleted (Rieder et al., 1995). We were therefore surprised that

depletion of Mad1 resulted in less severe mitotic defectscells exited mitosis on a normal schedule (although—like
cells depleted of Mad1 alone—they were insensitive to than the depletion of Mad2, since Mad1 is required for

the kinetochore recruitment of Mad2 (Table 2). The impli-the presence of unaligned chromosomes; Figures 3F
and 3G). Similar results were obtained in cells trans- cation is that Mad2 functions even when it is displaced

from kinetochores. To test this idea more rigorously, wefected with Mad1 or Mad2 and CENP-E siRNA, a mitotic
kinesin whose inactivation by RNAi generates unat- needed to compare mitotic progression in cells lacking

Mad2 altogether and in cells in which only the bindingtached chromosomes and leads to mitotic arrest (Har-
borth et al., 2001; Martin-Lluesma et al., 2002; data not of Mad2 to kinetochores had been prevented. Recent

experiments in S. cerevisiae and X. laevis have sug-shown). Together, these experiments show that siRNA
directed against Mad1 and Mad2 overrides the mitotic gested that the inactivation of HEC1 (known as Ndc80p

in yeast) or hNuf2R might have the desired effect ofarrest generated either by nocodazole treatment or ch-
TOG1 depletion with equally high efficiency. We con- displacing Mad2 from kinetochores (Gillett et al., 2004;

McCleland et al., 2003). However, siRNA depletion ofclude that phenotypic differences between Mad1 and
HEC1 and hNuf2R in human cells has been reported,Mad2 depletions with regard to mitotic timing are not
paradoxically, to induce a checkpoint-dependent mi-an artifact of incomplete inactivation.
totic arrest (DeLuca et al., 2002; Martin-Lluesma et al.,
2002). In agreement with this, our preliminary live-cell
analysis of cells transfected with siRNA against HEC1BubR1, but Not Bub3 or Bub1, Has a Role

in the Timing of Mitosis or hNuf2R showed that 85% of cells arrested in mitosis
(Figure 5A, red lines). However, 10%–15% of cells pro-We were curious whether the phenotypes associated

with the inactivation of other checkpoint proteins would ceeded through mitosis despite the presence of unat-
tached chromosomes. In budding yeast, it has beenmost resemble those of Mad1 or Mad2. Cells were there-

fore transfected with siRNAs against BubR1, Bub3, and determined that partially inactive yeast kinetochores re-
cruit Mad and Bub protein and engage the checkpointBub1. Immunoblotting and immunofluorescence re-

vealed that the levels of BubR1 and Bub3 were reduced whereas completely inactive kinetochores abrogate the
checkpoint (Gardner et al., 2001; Gillett et al., 2004).50- to 100-fold in �95% of the transfected cells (Figures

4A and 4B). When the timing of mitosis was examined, Based on these findings, we reasoned that incomplete
HEC1 or hNuf2R depletion in HeLa cells might provokeBubR1 depletion was observed to accelerate anaphase

A onset (to 14 � 0.5 min; Figure 4C; and consistent with a checkpoint whereas complete inactivation should
abolish it.Shannon et al., 2002) whereas Bub3 RNAi caused cells
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Figure 4. BubR1, but Not Bub3, RNAi Accel-
erates Mitosis

(A) Immunoblots of extracts from siRNA-
treated cells using the antibodies indicated
to show efficiency and specificity of RNAi.
(B) Immunofluorescence of siRNA-treated
cells using anti-�-tubulin antibodies for MTs
(green), DAPI for DNA (blue), and antibodies
as indicated (red). Bar: 10 �m. Percentage
corresponds to levels of checkpoint proteins
remaining after depletion as determined in
Figure 2C.
(C and E) Frequency distributions of ana-
phase A times following BubR1 or Bub3
depletion, as indicated.
(D) Histogram of anaphase defects (see Fig-
ure 2H) in cells depleted of BubR1 or Bub3.
(F) Mitotic index in nocodazole-treated cells
depleted of BubR1 or Bub3 analyzed as in
Figure 3A.
(G and H) Cumulative frequency plots of ana-
phase A times in siRNA-treated cells as indi-
cated, showing that checkpoint protein
depletions bypass a mitotic arrest induced
by ch-TOG1 depletion.
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Table 2. Analysis of Mad and Bub Protein Localizations in siRNA-Treated HeLa Cells

Kinetochore Binding in Prometaphase Cellsa

Condition Mad1 Mad2 Bub1 Bub3 BubR1 Mps1 hNuf2R/Hec1

Mad1 RNAi �b � �� �� �� �� ��

Mad2 RNAi ��c � �� �� �� �� ��

Bub1 RNAi � � � �� �� �� ��

Bub3 RNAi �� � �� � � �� N.D.e

BubR1 RNAi �� � �� �� � �� ��

hNuf2R RNAi partial �d � �� �� �� � �

hNuf2R RNAi complete � � �� �� �� � �

a As determined by immunofluorescence.
b No signal.
c Normal signal.
d Reduced signal compared to control cells.
e Not determined.

In search of a means to fully inactivate HEC1 or publication, residual hNuf2R was reported to be present
in depleted cells (DeLuca et al., 2002).hNuf2R, we discovered that RNAi-mediated depletion

of either protein was much more efficient in synchronous
than asynchronous cell populations. We also found that Control of Mitotic Timing by a Non-Kinetochore-

Bound Pool of Mad2RNAi directed at either hNuf2R or HEC1 alone resulted
in the disappearance of both proteins from cells, consis- Having established that HEC1 and hNuf2R are required

for the recruitment of Mad2 to kinetochores and fortent with data showing that HEC1 and hNuf2R are bound
to each other in a heterodimeric complex (Hori et al., checkpoint-dependent cell-cycle arrest, we compared

anaphase B times in cells depleted of HEC1/hNuf2R,2003; Figure 5B; we therefore refer to these as “HEC1/
hNuf2R depletions”). Following the transfection of Mad1, or Mad2. Chromosomes do not attach correctly

to microtubules following HEC1/hNuf2R depletion, sohNuf2R siRNA into asynchronous cells, HEC1, hNuf2R,
and Mad2 were still detectable on kinetochores at congression is disrupted and anaphase A cannot be

timed in live-cell movies. We therefore used the onset1%–5% of wild-type levels, as judged by immunofluo-
rescence, demonstrating that the depletion was incom- of anaphase B, as judged by cell elongation and furrow

ingression under DIC microscopy, to follow mitosis. Dis-plete (“partial depletions”). However, following the
transfection of synchronized cells, neither hNuf2R, tributions of anaphase B times are similar to distribu-

tions of anaphase A times: both are skew-normal withHEC1, nor Mad2 could be detected on kinetochores
above background levels, suggesting complete deple- similar SEMs, except that anaphase B lags anaphase A

by �3.2 min (Figure 1; Table 1). We observed that mitosistion (Figures 5C to 5E; this was true even in the presence
of nocodazole; data not shown). Complete HEC1/ was not accelerated by HEC1/hNuf2R-depletion (peak

anaphase B time of 34.5 � 2.5 min; Figure 6A) as it washNuf2R depletions were specific in that Mad2, but not
BubR1 or Bub1, were lost from kinetochores (Figure by Mad2 depletion. We reasoned that Mad2 must have

a kinetochore-independent function in controlling the5F). Both partial and complete depletions increased the
number of misaligned and unattached chromosomes timing of anaphase.

This hypothesis makes three clear predictions. First,and impaired chromosome-microtubule attachment as
monitored by centromere stretching (Figures 5G and Mad2 protein should be present in the cytosol of cells

lacking hNuf2R, a prediction confirmed by immunoblot-5H and data not shown). However, whereas the vast
majority of partially depleted cells remained arrested in ting (Figure 6B). Second, Mad2 depletion should accel-

erate mitosis in a background of hNuf2R depletion. Inmitosis for many hours, nearly all completely depleted
cells entered anaphase B within 45 min, despite the confirmation of this prediction, cells lacking both hNuf2R

and Mad2 were found to have significantly shorter ana-presence of large numbers of unattached chromosomes
(Figures 5I and 5J). We conclude that partial HEC1/ phase B times (22.1 � 0.2 min) than cells lacking hNuf2R

alone (Figure 6C). The peak time of anaphase B in Mad2-hNuf2R depletion leads to mitotic arrest whereas com-
plete inactivation does not. hNuf2R double-depleted cells was slightly greater than

in cells depleted of Mad2 alone, perhaps becauseNext, we sought to determine whether complete
HEC1/hNuf2R depletion would abrogate checkpoint hNuf2R depletion causes BubR1, Bub1, and other check-

point proteins to accumulate on kinetochores at highcontrol. We observed that HEC1/hNuf2R depletion in
synchronized cells bypassed the mitotic arrest imposed levels (Table 1, compare lines 4, 12, and 13). We never-

theless conclude that Mad2 protein is present in theby ch-TOG1 RNAi as efficiently as the depletion of Mad
or Bub proteins (Figure 5K). Thus, we conclude that the cytosol of hNuf2R-depleted cells where it performs a

Mad1- and kinetochore-independent function. A thirdcomplete loss of HEC1/hNuf2R inactivates the spindle
checkpoint in HeLa cells, as it does in yeast. We hypoth- prediction is that elimination of all five Mad and Bub

proteins from kinetochores under conditions in whichesize that previously published papers reporting that
hNuf2R and HEC1 engage the checkpoint represent par- Mad2 and BubR1 (see below) remain in the cytosol,

should abrogate the checkpoint but not affect mitotictial loss-of-function phenotypes. Indeed, in at least one
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timing. Having determined interdependencies among limitations in the temporal resolution of our data, we
observed that cells in which prometaphase was longercheckpoint proteins for recruitment to kinetochores (Ta-

ble 2), we knew that the simultaneous depletion of Bub1 than 25 min (presumably due to spindle checkpoint acti-
vation) had constant metaphase times of about 8 min,and Bub3 by siRNA would reduce these proteins to

background levels while preventing kinetochore binding but as prometaphase became shorter than 25 min, meta-
phase became steadily longer (Figure 6E). Thus, a timingby Mad1, Mad2, and BubR1. We observed that com-

bined siRNA of Bub1 and Bub3 caused cells to enter mechanism appears to be operating in cells in which
prometaphase is very rapid, thus keeping the intervalanaphase A with a peak time of 21 � 2 min, very similar

to the peak time in unperturbed cells of 25 � 1.1 min, from NEBD to anaphase A longer than a critical minimum
(about 20 to 25 min).and quite unlike the times observed following the actual

depletion of Mad2 or BubR1 (Table 1). Taken together,
these data argue that non-kinetochore-bound pools of

DiscussionMad2 are BubR1 are required for the correct regulation
of mitotic timing.

In the majority of animal cells, mitosis proceeds with an
NEBD-to-anaphase interval of about 25 min (Rieder et
al., 1994; Figure 1). In a subset of cells, however, mitosisA Mad2- and BubR1-Dependent Control over
takes significantly longer, particularly when low doses ofMitotic Progression during Early Mitosis
microtubule poisons are present. In cells with extendedTwo models for the interaction of BubR1 and Mad2 in
mitoses, a kinetochore-dependent checkpoint medi-the control of mitotic progression can be envisioned.
ated by Mad and Bub proteins senses the presence ofBubR1 might function upstream of Mad2, as suggested
maloriented chromosomes and delays anaphase onset.by the observation that BubR1 is required for the recruit-
Because the inactivation of Mad2 dramatically and uni-ment of Mad2 to kinetochores (Table 2 and Chen, 2002).
formly accelerates mitosis, it has been assumed thatAlternatively, Mad2 and BubR1 might regulate mitotic
the spindle checkpoint sets the duration of mitosis eventiming jointly. These possibilities can be distinguished
in cells in which chromosome segregation is proceedinggenetically: in the first case, we expect the phenotype
normally (Gorbsky et al., 1998). However, our RNAi-of Mad2 depletion to be epistatic to that of BubR1 deple-
based study of Mad and Bub proteins now shows thattion, whereas in the second case, we expect an additive
control over the time of anaphase onset in the vastphenotype. When distributions of anaphase A times
majority of cells (which we refer to as mitotic timing) and

were compared in control, single depletions, and double
the spindle checkpoint are separable. Most importantly,

depletions (Figure 6D), the double BubR1-Mad2 deple-
checkpoint control but not correct timing requires kinet-

tion phenotype was found to be more severe than any
ochores. Moreover, RNAi of Mad1, Bub1, or Bub3 abol-

single depletion, with a peak time of T � 8.5 min. Under
ishes the checkpoint but leaves mitotic timing unaltered

these conditions, virtually no cells managed to assemble
in most cells. In contrast, RNAi of Mad2 or BubR1 dis-

a mitotic plate (data not shown). Thus, we conclude that
rupts both timing and checkpoint control. We conclude

Mad2 and BubR1 act synergistically in establishing the that mitotic timing and the spindle checkpoint are regu-
mean time of anaphase onset. lated in different ways, even though some of the same

The role of spindle checkpoint in controlling anaphase proteins are involved in both. This fact may have been
onset is particularly prominent in the subset of cells in missed previously as a consequence of reliance on
which misaligned chromosomes perdure. We hypothe- fixed-time assays.
sized that, conversely, timing controls would be most
prominent in cells in which chromosome alignment was
efficient. To investigate this hypothesis, the average Functional Assays for Checkpoint Inactivation
length of metaphase was plotted as a function of the A significant problem with RNAi is that phenotypic differ-

ences among proteins need not reflect differences induration of prometaphase in unperturbed cells. Despite

Figure 5. Complete Depletion of HEC1 and hNuf2R Leads to Spindle Checkpoint Failure

(A) Cumulative frequency plots of anaphase B times in asynchronous cells transfected with siRNA against hNuf2R.
(B) Immunoblots of protein levels in whole-cell lysates after ch-TOG1 (control), HEC1, or hNuf2R depletion in synchronous or asynchronous
cells, as indicated.
(C) Immunofluorescence images of asynchronous cells (“partial depletion”) or synchronized cells (“complete depletion”), stained with anti-
hNuf2R antibodies and anti-Bub1 antibodies as a kinetochore marker (Kt). H2B-GFP shows the location of DNA.
(D and E) Fluorescence intensity of hNuf2R and BubR1 (D) or Mad2 and BubR1 (E) in cells depicted in (C) as determined from quantitative
analysis of individual kinetochores.
(F) Immunofluorescence of BubR1 and Mad2 in synchronized cells transfected with hNuf2R siRNA, as indicated; CREST antisera show the
position of kinetochores (Kt) and H2B-GFP that of DNA. Bar: 5 �m.
(G) Reduced inter-kinetochore distances in synchronized CENP-B-GFP expressing HeLa cells transfected with hNuf2R siRNA.
(H) Mitotic errors in synchronized cells transfected with hNuf2R or HEC1 siRNAs. Cells were scored as containing unattached chromosomes
in metaphase (white), lagging (light gray), or unaligned chromosomes (dark gray) in anaphase and failure of cytokinesis (black).
(I) Cumulative frequency plots for anaphase B times in synchronized cells transfected with hNuf2R siRNA.
(J) Percentage of mitotic arrest in HEC1 or hNuf2R following partial depletion (in asynchronous cells) or complete depletion (in synchro-
nized cells).
(K) Cumulative frequency plot showing the bypass of mitotic arrest in synchronized cells depleted of both ch-TOG1 and hNuf2R.
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Figure 6. Mad2 and BubR1 Act as a Cytosolic Timer to Prevent Anaphase Onset in Early Mitosis

(A) Frequency distributions of anaphase B times in synchronized cells fully depleted of hNuf2R/HEC1.
(B) Immunoblot showing Mad2 levels in synchronized cells transfected with siRNA against HEC1 or hNuf2R.
(C and D) Frequency distributions of anaphase B times in synchronized cells transfected with siRNA against hNuf2R or hNuf2R and Mad2
together (C) or with siRNA against BubR1, Mad2, or BubR1 and Mad2 together, as indicated.
(E) Two-dimensional scatter plot relating the average metaphase duration to prometaphase duration. Late time points were grouped together
in sets of five to obtain a significant number of events. The biphasic relationship is indicated by the dotted line and does not contradict
previously published data arguing that metaphase is constant because the plot used by Rieder et al. (1994) obscures the phenomenon.

function but rather differences in the degree of protein is based on methods developed for S. cerevisiae, in
which a variety of kinetochore mutations have beendepletion. We have observed that it is more difficult to

deplete some checkpoint proteins by RNAi than others. shown to strongly and selectively activate the spindle
checkpoint. To apply this approach to HeLa cells, weMoreover, proteins such as BubR1 can be reduced to

background levels as judged by immunoblotting but still depleted ch-TOG1, a plus-end MAP whose budding
yeast homolog is necessary for centromere stretchingbe found at significant levels on kinetochores by immu-

nofluorescence, presumably because kinetochores are and the imposition of force across sister kinetochores
(He et al., 2001). Cells depleted of ch-TOG1 containhigh-affinity binding sites for residual BubR1. We believe

that functional assays, rather than measures of proteins multiple detached chromosomes and �98% arrest in
mitosis for 6 hr or more. This arrest can be overcomelevels, are the best indicators of whether or not RNAi

has generated a null. In this paper, we use two functional in �95% or cells by the simultaneous depletion of any
one of the five checkpoint proteins we have studied.assays for checkpoint control. The first is a conventional

nocodazole challenge in which cells are treated with Thus, two assays show that the differences we observe
among checkpoint proteins are a reflection of true differ-sufficient nocodazole to depolymerize the majority of

the microtubules, leading to a sustained checkpoint- ences in function and not of different degrees of
depletion.dependent mitotic arrest. The second functional assay
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Figure 7. Speculative Model for Spindle
Checkpoint and Mitotic Timing

(A) Model for the effect of partial and com-
plete HEC1/hNuf2R depletion on the spin-
dle checkpoint.
(B) Mitotic time lines in wild-type and mutant
cells (see text for details).
(C) Functional relationships among Bub and
Mad proteins in the kinetochore dependent
checkpoint and the cytosolic timer.

Roles of hNuf2R and HEC1 suggesting that inactivation abrogates the checkpoint
(Nabetani et al., 2001; McCleland et al., 2003). Our resultsin the Spindle Checkpoint

The roles of HEC1 and hNuf2R in the spindle checkpoint clearly show that the complete depletion of human HEC1
and hNuf2R is associated with checkpoint inactivation,have been controversial, with results in human cells ar-

guing that HEC1 and hNuf2R inactivation engages the whereas partial depletion gives rise to checkpoint acti-
vation. HEC1 and hNuf2R are not checkpoint proteinsspindle checkpoint (DeLuca et al., 2002; Martin-Lluesma

et al., 2002; Hori et al., 2003) and data in yeast and frogs per se. Instead, they appear to be required for generating
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the kinetochore structures to which Mad proteins bind, the mitotic checkpoint becomes available to link APC
a function that has also been ascribed to CENP-I (Liu activation to the completion of chromosome-microtu-
et al., 2003). Thus, we can understand the seemingly bule attachment (Figure 7C).
paradoxical difference between partial and complete An implication of our model is that two timers, one
depletion of HEC1 and hNuf2R by noting that partial mediated by Emi1 and the other by cytosolic Mad2 and
depletion generates defective kinetochores that recruit BubR1, must be switched off for anaphase to occur
checkpoint proteins whereas complete depletion blocks (the checkpoint is shut off by chromosome-microtubule
kinetochore binding by Mad1 and Mad2 (Figure 7A; Ta- binding). In the case of Emi1, inactivation is accom-
ble 2). The extreme sensitivity of the HEC1/Ndc80/ Nuf2 plished by SCF-mediated protein degradation (Guarda-
phenotypes to the extent of protein depletion has been vaccaro et al., 2003; Margottin-Goguet et al., 2003). It
described previously in yeast and is not a feature of is not known how Mad2 and BubR1 are inactivated, but
all kinetochore proteins (Gardner et al., 2001; Gillett et it is likely that CMT-2, a protein that binds to and inhibits
al., 2004). Mad2, is involved (Habu et al., 2002). Moreover, the

subset of Mad2 that cycles on and off kinetochores
A Kinetochore-Independent Function presumably links timing and checkpoint functions (How-
for Mad2 and BubR1 ell et al., 2000). The overall picture is one in which a
By using the depletion of HEC1 and hNuf2R to prevent series of APC inhibitors provides temporally overlapping
the recruitment of Mad2 to kinetochores, and the deple- periods of control to prevent premature anaphase onset
tion of Bub1 and Bub3 to eliminate all five Bub and and ensure accurate chromosome segregation.
Mad proteins from kinetochores, we have shown that

Experimental Procedureskinetochore binding by Mad2 and BubR1 is not required
for timing functions whereas it is for checkpoint signal-

Production of Antibodiesing. The clear implication is that Mad2 and BubR1 can
Rabbit antibodies were made against GST-CENP-E (955–1571 aa),function independent of kinetochore localization to set
GST-Mad1, His6-Mad1, His6 HEC1, and His6 hNuf2R expressed in

the mean time of anaphase onset. BubR1 and Mad2 E. coli (Covance). GST Mad1 and His6-Mad1 were purified as inclu-
depletions have an additive effect in accelerating mitosis sion bodies; other proteins were purified on Nickel Sepharose
implying parallel roles for these proteins in timing; in Beads (Qiagen).
contrast, we have not observed additive phenotypes

RNA Interferenceinvolving any other pairs of proteins (data not shown).
The sequences of siRNA oligonucleotides (Dharmacon Research,Interestingly, cooperativity between Mad2 and BubR1
Inc.) are listed in Supplemental Data (http://www.developmentalcell.independent of Mad1 or Bub3 has been reported in
com/cgi/content/full/7/1/45/DC1). Cells were transfected as de-

S. pombe (Millband and Hardwick, 2002). In both fission scribed (Elbashir et al., 2001) and analyzed 40–48 hr after transfec-
yeast and humans, it seems reasonable to propose that tion. For complete HEC1 or hNuf2R siRNA transfection, HeLa cells
Mad2 and BubR1 work together as part of a cytosolic were synchronized using a double thymidine-aphidicolin block

(Clute and Pines, 1999) and transfection performed 5 hr prior tomultiprotein complex. This complex may correspond to
aphidicolin treatment.the MCC previously reported to exist at high levels in

human cells and whose biochemical properties are con-
Immunoblotting and Immunofluorescence Microscopysistent with those of a kinetochore-independent regula-
Cells were fixed, permeabilized, and blocked as described (Pines,

tor (we note, however, that MCC is reported to contain 1997; Martin-Lluesma et al., 2002). See Supplemental Data for pri-
Bub3 but that Bub3 depletion by RNAi does not acceler- mary antibody dilutions. Cross-adsorbed secondary antibodies
ate mitosis like Mad2 or BubR1 depletion; Sudakin et were used (Molecular Probes). Images were acquired as described

(Martinez-Exposito et al., 1999) and rendered using Volocity (Impro-al., 2001).
vision). For each depletion, levels in at least four cells (20 kineto-What is the biological logic for a Mad2- and BubR1-
chores), were determined (see Supplemental Data). For cells in Fig-dependent timing activity in cells (Figure 7B)? A similar
ure 5 and S1, cyclin A costaining was performed to identify earlytiming function has been proposed for the APC inhibitor
mitotic cells. Inter-kinetochore distances were computed using both

Emi1 during G2 and prophase (Reimann et al., 2001a). SoftWorX and Volocity software.
At NEBD, Emi1 is degraded, allowing APC to target early
mitotic substrates like cyclin A and Nek2A (Guardavac- Cell Culture, Transfections, and Generation
caro et al., 2003; Margottin-Goguet et al., 2003). APC- of Stable Cell Lines

HeLa and Phoenix cells were grown as described (Martinez-mediated destruction of cyclin B and securin is blocked
Exposito et al., 1999). Phoenix cells were transfected with a retroviralin early mitosis, and it has hitherto been assumed that
H2B-GFP vector using calcium phosphate precipitation, and thecheckpoint signals arising from kinetochores are re-
viral supernatant was used to infect HeLa cells with 4 �g/ml Poly-sponsible for this inhibition. However, at NEBD, when
brene (Sigma) and 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.5). CENP-B-GFP (gift of K.

Emi1-dependent inhibition of APC is lost, kinetochores Sullivan) was transfected into HeLa cells using Fugene 6 (Invitrogen)
are still forming and not all spindle checkpoint proteins and positive cells selected by FACS.
appear to be kinetochore bound (Hoffman et al., 2001;
Jablonski et al., 1998; Margottin-Goguet et al., 2003). Live Cell Time-Lapse Imaging and Analysis

Cells were imaged in �T 0.15 mm dishes (Bioptechs) in CO2-indepen-If, as seems likely, the spindle checkpoint is not fully
dent medium (GIBCO-BRL) at 37C. 0.5 s exposures were acquiredfunctional in prophase, an interval of perhaps 5–10 min
every 3 min for 6 hr using a 20x NA0.75 objective on a Zeiss ormay exist wherein neither Emi1 nor the kinetochore-
Nikon Applied Precision Deltavision microscope equipped with a

dependent mitotic checkpoint is available to inhibit APC. Mercury 100 W lamp, GFP-long pass filter set (Chroma), and Photo-
We speculate that during this interval, APC is inhibited metrics CH350 or Coolsnap HQ cameras. Point visit was used to
by the cytosolic pool of Mad2 and BubR1 whose inacti- follow cells in multiple fields of view. Matlab was used to analyze

distributions of anaphase A and B times.vation disrupts mitotic timing. As kinetochores mature,
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Nocodazole Arrest (2001). Identification of essential genes in cultured mammalian cells
using small interfering RNAs. J. Cell Sci. 114, 4557–4565.Cells were treated with 100 ng/ml nocodazole for 16 hr and the

fraction of rounded-up cells determined by phase contrast micros- He, X., Rines, D.R., Espelin, C.W., and Sorger, P.K. (2001). Molecular
copy. Alternatively, cells were methanol fixed, stained for anti-phos- analysis of kinetochore-microtubule attachment in budding yeast.
pho-histone H3, and subsequently quantified using the FACSCALI- Cell 106, 195–206.
BUR (Becton-Dickinson flow cytometer) as described in Mythily et

Hori, T., Haraguchi, T., Hiraoka, Y., Kimura, H., and Fukagawa, T.
al. (1999).

(2003). Dynamic behavior of Nuf2–HEC1 complex that localizes to
the centrosome and centromere and is essential for mitotic progres-
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